Professional Designers
A passion for design. A design for your passion.

Let Your Passion Show!
Creating the space of your
dreams with a qualified,
professional designer should be
fun and rewarding. Here are a
few suggestions on how to get
the most out of your relationship
with your Morris Black designer.
Set an Investment Goal
Make this step one, before you
begin your project. Your designer
cannot give you budget-friendly
advice without a bottom line.

Picking the Perfect Partner for your Remodeling Project
Why It Pays to Work with a Professional Designer
Remodeling projects can range from upgrades to elaborate transformations, a process
that can be overwhelming and quite stressful. The myriad of product choices and design
options available nowadays can make the final decision difficult to come by. That’s why so
many homeowners are choosing to work with a professional kitchen & bath designer to
alleviate the stress of choosing the right products for your home renovation. A
professional designer can ensure that you are investing your time and money with the
right products.

Show Your Designer What You
Like

A designer who is certified with the kitchen & bath

Convey your needs, your
preferences, and your vision in
both words and pictures. Collect
photos from magazines,
Pinterest, Houzz and Instagram
to illustrate your design ideas.
This will give your designer a
place to start in creating a
design, especially for you.

knowledge in space planning and innovative, cost-

Keep an Open Mind
Be open to new and unique
ideas. Your designer will come
into the project with a fresh
viewpoint and a lot of knowledge
and experience and may suggest
an out-of-the-box idea.
When you Have a Plan, Stick to It
Once underway, changes cause
extra expenses and delays.
Review the final version carefully;
once you are satisfied and
understand the project scope
thoroughly, move ahead with
confidence knowing that you
have an experienced team
supporting you every step of the
way.

industry offers an added value of comprehensive

effective solutions. When choosing a designer,
look for a professional NKBA-trained and certified
kitchen & bath professional. This designer should
come from a reputable firm that has been in
business for many years. Ask to see past projects, a portfolio and references. Morris Black
is proud of our team of highly-experienced design professionals. Here’s what Morris Black
Designs will bring to your project:
▪ Local and national award-winning designers who understand the latest design trends,
finishes and innovative products.
▪ Skill in listening carefully to your needs and ideas and translating them into unique
plans that are functional, beautiful and complement your lifestyle.
▪ Beautiful plans, perspectives and other drawings to help clarify and visualize concepts
and designs.
▪ Recognition of the importance of consumer health and safety in design, as well as
leading-edge, eco-friendly products.
▪ An understanding of all local codes and regulations, including NKBA standards, safety
and environmental issues.

▪ Experience in coordinating colors and textures to create pleasing palettes that bring
your design to life.
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